
How can we ensure sustainable 
transport and mobility in the wider 
united Nicosia region by 2030?

The event:
Two days ‘sandpit’ workshop with up to 25 participants of diverse background who will come together to seek the answer to the question 
‘How can we ensure sustainable transport/mobility in the wider united Nicosia region by 2030?’. The primary aim of the workshop is to 
engage key stakeholders in a process of identifying the desired future state, and developing broad plans to overcome potential barriers. 
The output of the workshop would be a series of documents which ‘sketch’ the requirements from di�erent perspectives, e.g. education, 
industry, disabled travelers etc. These documents could be combined, and edited, at a later date to form a white paper which can be used 
as input for subsequent planning purposes by the appropriate government departments.
The event will be for citizens across Cyprus, from all communities in order for citizens of Nicosia to share their ideas and views about urban 
transport challenges in their city and form a common vision about a sustainable united Nicosia, in terms of mobility and transport.

Facilitation by Costa Michailides, Knowinnovation:
In these disruptive times, Costa’s �uency in creative thinking and adaptive execution make him 
indispensable to innovation projects. In 2010, Costa co-founded Innovation Bound to cultivate creativ-
ity and innovation across sectors, and to solve new and meaningful problems in the world. He has 
organized innovation tournaments inside of Fortune 500s, guided NASA’s astrobiology roadmap 
creation, worked on life science education reform, and contributed to many other projects in science 
and business. Costa’s ability to innovate is predicated on his love for connecting with people and the joy 
he takes in building a deep understanding of a challenge within the context of a unique local reality.

“Solving new and meaningful problems is the work of great innovators”

Sandpit workshop on urban mobility

12-13 December 2016, Nicosia
The language of the event will be English

Who can join?
Everyone, Greek Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, who want to share their vision about the transition of Nicosia to a sustainable mobility city: 
citizens, policy makers, local authorities, academics, university students, NGOs, bus companies, taxi drivers, associations, cyclists etc.

A Climate-KIC EIT RIS Cyprus workshop by the Cyprus Energy Agency



The event is part of the Cyprus Regional Innovation 
Scheme (RIS) activities, supported by Climate-KIC

Supported by:

Location:
Capital Impact
121 Prodromou Ave.
2064 Nicosia
Cyprus

For any questions about the event,
please contact

Savvas Vlachos: 
Savvas.Vlachos@cea.org.cy

Christia Alexandrou: 
Christia.Alexandrou@cea.org.cy

Tel.+357 22667716/26 

Contact:

How to apply?
To apply please “click here” , in order to �ll in the application form. 

Please note that places are limited and applications will be 
assessed as they come in. Emphasis will be given for participants 
with di�erent perspectives and people committed to work for the 
goals of the workshop. Early applications are advised. 
Deadline to apply: 6 December 2016, 17:00 (EET)

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdg-afd_BG_-MVc0aihBM6f_K9SOiqqUFa2YSMktbql8rpGWg/viewform?c=0&w=1&usp=mail_form_link

